
4) Complete with verb to hage got and color as requested: 

1) I…………………………. a red and white  ball.                                    

                 2) They……………………….. a brown teddy bear. 

                        3) He ………………………… blue skateboard. 

                4) She ……………………… a pink doll with blonde hair 

                    

 5) You ………………………… a  red airplane.                                                        

                            6) They ………………………….. a  yellow robot. 

 

 

6) Can  or can’t: 

1) I ………………swim  

 

                       2)She ……………………. sing. 

 

3)She …………… play tennis 

 

                4) You………………   play golf. 

 

                

 

 

 

          1)  A  or  AN:                                                     2)  Draw  the pictures where requested  and color .          

           1) ….. lemon                  2) ….. cat                                         

           3)..... elephant              4) ….. dog 

           5) ….. orange                 6)….. pencil 

           7)….. horse                    8) ….. ruler 

           9) ….. umbrella                 

          10)…..  arm                

          11)….. stereo           

 

 

1) There  is  a black  dog  near  the 

door. 

2) There is a blue pen  on  the table. 

3)  There is a red ball  under  the chair. 

4)  There are two green books  under  the table. 

5)  There is a rubber near the blue pen. 

6)  There is an orange  umbrella near  the  blackboard. 

7)  The book  on  the desk is red. 

  

 

 

 

 

      5) Write the verbs in the brackets at the 

          Simple  Present and the time in words. 

       1) I ………………. ( get up) at  7………………. 

      2) She ……………………..( wash) her face 

           at 7,15………………………………………….. 

      3) He ……………………….(brush) his teeth 

          at 7,30 ………………………………………….. 

      4) We ……………………….(have) breakfast 

          at  7,45…………………………………………. 

       5) I ………………. (go) to school at  

           8 ……………………………………..  

      6) She ………………… to school at 8,30 

          ……………………………………………………. 

       7) They ………………. (do) their homework 

          at  3,15 ………………………………………….. 

       8) She  ………………… ( read)  a book  at 

            4…………………………………………………. 

3) Complete with the verb TO BE 

1) I ……… tall and thin. 

2) She ……… a good boy. 

3) We ………… at school. 

4) Lucy ……….. happy. 

5) Mark ……… in his bedroom. 

6) You ……….. in the garden. 

7) They …………. at the cinema. 

8) The dog ……… under the  

    table. 

9) We ………… tall.  

10) I………..  happy. 

 


